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Connect with CARD

Community Association for Riders with
Disabilities is dedicated to providing 

high-quality equine therapy to children and
 adults in a safe, inclusive and welcoming

environment.
 

#HoovesHeartsHands

Spring 2023

Save the Date!
 
 

Details coming soon



 
 

Thank you for your
ongoing support!

Thank you to Royale for helping us with a supply of paper products for our
facility. We are so glad to have you in our 'corner'.

CARD HappeningsCARD Happenings

Ea
s-y

 Program

Introducing our new EAS-y program!
Equine Assisted Success – yes! has been developed specifically
for elementary and secondary school students to help promote

physical, cognitive and social growth.
Ask us about it today! 

We wish a speedy recovery to our Director of Volunteer Services, Judy Wanless. 
 We can’t wait to have her back in the office soon.

 Thank you CARD volunteers for your patience, understanding and help in
stepping up and filling in while we navigate through this time.

Hurry back!

OCAD
In support of Indigenous Wellness Week, students from Ontario College

of Art & Design came out to learn about and practice mindfulness
through an afternoon of groundwork exercises with horses at the CARD

facility. 





 
 



 
 

  

"What a wonderful place this is."  That was one of the first thoughts I had when I drove onto the
CARD property for the first time just a few years ago.  My next thought was "Why has it taken
me so long to come and check it out?"  Thus, began my personal association with CARD.

I have known about the facility and programs for a long time-about 30 years as far as I can tell. 
 My sister volunteered with CARD in the 1990's and was full of wonderful stories.  I guess I was
too focused on my career, hobbies (bagpipes) and other volunteer work back then to think
about joining her.  About 20 years ago, while I was working in a rehabilitation hospital here in
the city, I had a patient who was a passionate rider at CARD.  He would tell everyone he could
about the wonderful experience and benefits he had from riding.  He was also merciless in
following us around until we would sponsor him for the fundraising events!!!  I still did not look
into volunteering here despite his encouraging me.

After I retired, I finally started my volunteering journey with Amber in the Monday afternoon
program.  We began with Volunteer training-spending time with the horses, learning how to
tack up, how we should handle ourselves in the barn area, what was expected from us with the
clients.  She made us feel very welcome and very important but she also instilled in us a sense
of vigilance.  This was to be important work not playtime with horses. Our clients were our
focus and their needs were our major concern. I loved it! It was exactly the ethos of my
professional work and I appreciated the training. I enjoyed the clients and the classes-the most
rewarding aspect was coming back to the sessions after a summer or winter break and seeing
the improvements in the riders.  Tiny gains to some eyes but huge changes to our riders. I was
so happy to have had a very small part in making that happen.  Then COVID-and everything
stopped.

The only things I could contribute then were personal donations and posting social media
messages encouraging people to "help the horses".

We are back now and since Monday afternoon classes have not resumed, I have joined an after
school program.  Fran is a wonderful instructor and so encouraging to the volunteers and
riders.  Patient and helpful are the words I think to describe her.  

"I love being a volunteer with Fran - our horses, riders and other volunteers. 
The CARD program is one of the 'happy places' in my life".

My Volunteer Story 
by

Janet Fraser

 



  

JOIN US ON SOCIAL MEDIA AND
KEEP UP WITH ALL THE LATEST NEWS!

 

Spring program begins March 25, 2023

 
A blast from the past!  We share these lovely photos of CARD retirees Lily and

Panda, living their best lives. They are well-loved by their retirement
caregivers and CARD receives regular reports on their activities and welfare.

BARN NewsBARN News

https://www.instagram.com/card.ca/
https://www.facebook.com/CommunityAssociationForRidersWithDisabilities/
https://www.tiktok.com/@cardtherapeuticriding
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on term

s?

Chomping at the Bit:  

Hold your horses:

Getting a leg up:

 Pony tail:

 Straight from the horses' mouth:

 Unbridled:

When a horse is eager to run it chews at the bit.  This is how we describe an
enthusiastic person

Restraining oneself

Helping someone mount a horse.  Also refers to helping someone start a project.

A popular hair style

Getting information straight from the source

Uncontrollable

 Stop to change horses: Taking a pause

 Saddle Up: To begin an activity

Put out to pasture: To retire

 Putting the cart before the horse: To start something in the wrong order

Horse Sense: Practical judgement and common sense regardless of education

Back in the saddle: To resume activity

Changing horses in mid-stream: Quickly altering your opinion or actions

 Horsing Around: Being frisky and playful

No Sweat: A horse that does his job without breaking into a sweat; hence a person who does a job easily

You can lead a horse to water but you can't make him drink:

A witty English proverb implying you can present an opportunity to someone, but you can't force them 
to accept the opportunity

Horses not only impact our lives,
they influence our language!




